Arkansas Workers’ Compensation Commission
Contact Information

Please use the following email addresses when submitting forms and documentation. If you have a question about a form, call or email the person below who handles that particular form.

Form C - and responses to Form C filings
Casey Iskra casey.iskra@arkansas.gov 501-682-2774
AND Janna Craig janna.craig@arkansas.gov 501-682-2497

Form D
Robin Mickel AWCC.FormD@arkansas.gov 501-682-5262

Form L
Johnny Gregory AWCC.FormL@arkansas.gov 501-682-2694

Form M
Alexius French AWCC.FormM@arkansas.gov 501-682-2641

Form S
Submit with Form 4 or Form 2

Form O
Randy Clay AWCC.FormO@arkansas.gov 501-682-2210

Form W
Linda Lewis linda.lewis2@arkansas.gov 501-682-2668

Form V
Robin Mickel AWCC.FormV@arkansas.gov 501-682-5262

Form 1
Casey Iskra casey.iskra@arkansas.gov 501-682-2774
AND Janna Craig janna.craig@arkansas.gov 501-682-2497

Form 2
Linda Lewis linda.lewis2@arkansas.gov 501-682-2668
AND Janna Craig janna.craig@arkansas.gov 501-682-2497

Form 2 Extensions
Janna Craig janna.craig@arkansas.gov 501-682-2497

Form 3/
Submit with Form 4 or Form 2
Medical Reports

Form 4
Alexius French alexius.french@arkansas.gov 501-682-2641
AND Janna Craig janna.craig@arkansas.gov 501-682-2497
AND Daniel Galarza daniel.galarza@arkansas.gov 501-682-2776

Change of Physician
Susan Isaac AWCC.COP@arkansas.gov 501-682-2043

Report Cards
Janna Craig janna.craig@arkansas.gov 501-682-2497

Include the name of the claimant and which form(s) you are submitting in the subject line of your email. When submitting more than one form on the same claim on the same day, send all of the forms in one email addressed to all of the persons who handle those particular forms.